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WRECKED BY NEGLECT
Last year, a PS staff writer came across
a neglected vehicle during a TDY visit.
While jotting down notes on
its maintenance issues, the
writer suddenly realized this
was the exact same vehicle
he’d written about on a trip
two years before!

The vehicle hadn’t been moved, exercised, or even started that entire time.
Army
equipment
needs
consistent,
every day
PMCS. That’s
no secret.

Any extra time between
required oil changes
will give rise to sludge,
a real engine-clogger.
Engine components wear
out much faster when
oil can’t reach them.

And for every PMCS that’s missed,
the problems grow a lot larger.
Shortcuts and neglect will cut
years off a vehicle’s life. And
don’t forget the corrosion, dry
rot and seized parts that are
lurking just around the corner.
it didn’t
have to be
this way!
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Follow the TM for
Control Arm Assembly

Double V-Hull Strykers…

I’m goNna
neEd To
rePlace YoUr
control ARM
AsSembLY,
pal.

whOa!
you sure
it isn’t a
BAD roTARY
sensor?

M echanics, make sure to follow the correct procedures when adjusting the double V-hull

Stryker’s control arm assembly on the first axle.
Stryker brigades are reporting that they have replaced dozens of control arm assemblies,
mostly because of faulty or damaged rotary sensors.
Don’t replace the control arm assembly before going through the calibration process for
the rotary sensor. If an operator reports that their vehicle’s height management system (HMS)
indicates a faulty rotary sensor, make sure the control arm assembly is properly adjusted first
so you get a good reading from the control arm sensors. That way you’ll know for sure if the
control arm needs replacing or if it just has a faulty sensor.
Follow TM to make sure control arm
assembly is properly adjusted

Determine if rotary sensor is faulty
before replacing control arm

While you’re at it, remove the end caps from the control arm and apply a thin coat of GAA.
That’ll help keep the rotary sensors and rotary thrust piece assemblies from corroding.
You’ll find the complete procedure for adjusting the first control arm assembly in TM
9-2355-363-13&P in IETM EM 0362 (Sep 16).
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M777A2 Towed
Howitzer…

What’s the
matter with
you, pal?

I’m outta action
‘cause my hydROstRuTs
don’t wOrk ANyMore!

The cylinders, NSN 1025-99-724-3742, can’t be repaired.
Replacing one will set your unit back nearly $11,000.
Save yourself some serious headaches by putting CLP
on the cylinders once a week and wiping off any excess
lube with a clean rag, just like it says in WP 062-14 of
TM 9-1025-215-10 (Jan 16).

Apply CLP to hydrostrut cylinder once a week…
Crewmen, the
gas cylinders
on your m7 7 7A2
towed howitzer’s
hydrostruts
can rust and pit
if they aren’t
lubed regularly.
that can
make your
howitzer
NMC!

…to keep away rust and pitting
That’ll keep those hydrostruts in good working order
and your howitzer combat-ready.

M88A2 Full Vehicle Tarp
If your M88A2 recovery vehicle will be sitting in the motor pool for more than two weeks,
protect it from the elements with a tarp that’s big enough to cover the entire vehicle. Get a
tan tarp with NSN 2540-01-578-4446 or a green tarp with NSN 2540-01-578-3927.
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M777A2 Towed Howitzers…
A little
loading tray
PM keeps
me firing
downrange!

There’ve been
several instances of
the M7 7 7A2 towed
howitzer’s breech
crank striking the
loading tray during
recoil!

This gap
keeps the
loading
tray from
reaching the
fully stowed
position.

This can happen when
the loading tray’s
piston swivel eye
loosens, causing
a gap between
the loading tray
piston rod and the
swivel eye.

The gap can
widen
over time,
dropping
the loading
tray into
the recoil
path.

Inspect for gap…

Swivel
eye

Piston rod

…between piston rod

and swivel eye

Mechanics, inspect the loading tray cylinder’s connection to the loading tray
to make sure there isn’t a gap between the piston rod and swivel eye and
that the tab washer, NSN 5310-99-273-0266, isn’t loose or unserviceable.

If the
washer’s tabs
have failed
or a gap
is present,
replace the
tab washer.

then tighten
the piston rod
to the swivel
eye and lock it
down with the
washer’s tabs.

Make sure one
tab is bent down
on the piston rod
and the other is
bent down on the
swivel eye.

Check out

WP 0336 of
TM 9-1025215-23&P in

IETM EM

0274 (Sep 16)
for more
info.
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Then
mark a line
across the
piston rod,
washer tab,
and
swivel eye
to make
future
inspections
easier.

Be sure to hit the two fittings on
each end of the piston with grease.

For more info, check out TACOM Maintenance Action Message 18-016:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MA18-016.html

M113-Series FOV…

Keep Fan Gearbox in Mind
…and that
takes care of
Your PMCs for
TodAy.

hang on! Did
YOU rememBEr
to check my
fan GearbOX
oil LeVeL?

C

rewmen, sometimes out of sight is out of
mind. Because your carrier’s fan gearbox
sits so far back in the engine compartment,
it’s easy to forget to check its oil level.
But if the oil level gets too low, the
bearings seize up and damage the gearbox.
Then your vehicle is out of action until the
gearbox gets repaired.
So don’t rely on memory when it comes
to the fan gearbox. Be sure to check its oil
level every month, just like the -10 TM says.

Oil level should be in
center of sight glass

M577A3, M1068A3
Command Post Carrier…

Well, all
done with your
preventive
maintenance
for today!

Don’t forget
about ME!

Don’t
Overlook
APU PM!

Crewmen, your command post carrier’s 5-kW auxiliary power unit
(APU) generator needs regular preventive maintenance to help keep it
working hard when you need it most.
Without doubt, the best thing
you can do for your APU is…
Checking the
engine oil
both before
and during
operations
is critical.

…follow all of the BEFORE, DURiNG and
AFTER PMCS checks found in the TM.
When the
engine is low
on oil, parts
can seize and
the engine
fails.

Be sure to
check the
oil level
every 10
hours during
operations.

Don’t damage
your command
post carrier’s
APU by failing
to do such
basic checks.

Also, vibration during operation can put a lot of stress on
the APU’s mounting bolts.
Have your mechanic regularly check the mounting bolts to
make sure they’re torqued to spec.

Don’t forget that the APU
is meant for powering your
command post carrier only.

You can’t
go wrong
by following
the book!

Everything you need to
know to keep the APU in
good working order—
including the complete
list of PMCS checks—
can be found in
TM 9-6115-664-13&P.

PS 794
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M2/M3-Series Bradley…

owW!
I TOLD ‘em
installing MY
m242 takes
TWO PEOPLE.
{siii ii ighhhh}
Now I neEd
a new sear
solenoid!

oops!

Maneuvering the M242 automatic gun in and out of the Bradley is no easy task. If you

bang it around, you damage items like the sear solenoid.
Rule #1 is never try to install the M242 by yourself. Wrestling the 95-lb receiver into
or out of the turret is definitely a two-man job.
Protect the sear solenoid by pointing it up so that it can’t be hit by the sides of the
turret. Never rest the receiver on its end where it can crush the cover connector support.

Protect cover connector when
laying down receiver

Hook up
ammo
chutes even
when you’re
not planning
to fire

Once the receiver is installed, connect all four ammo chutes even
if you don’t plan to fire. Leave the chutes dangling and they’ll catch
on cables when the gun is raised or lowered. That damages the chute
locking levers, rips out cables and wiring and locks up the turret.
Fix a damaged chute with the latch assembly repair kit, NSN 2590-01-268-7915.
When removing the receiver, don’t twist it. Twisting lets the support bracket for the
gun control panel tear off the solenoid. Just pull the receiver straight out.

PS 794
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M2/M3-Series
Bradley…

hey, that’s
MY bolT
and track
aSsemBly!

YoU Can’T use it
with ANOther M242.
That’ll screw up
my round count.

No Swapping M242 Bolt
and Track Assemblies!
Dear Editor,
ensuring the same
Some Bradley units are not
ys used with the
alwa
is
mbly
asse
k
trac
bolt and
interchange
They
gun.
ic
mat
auto
same M242
assemblies between guns.
use the firing pin is
That causes problems beca
y 12,000 rounds. If
supposed to be changed ever
erent M242s, there
a firing pin is used with diff
accurate round count.
is no way to determine an
rmed from use risks
defo
is
that
pin
g
firin
a
Using
re.
failu
phic
catastro
always use only
Units need to make sure they
each M242 and
with
mbly
asse
k
one bolt and trac
8-4.
240
Form
DA
a
on
track rounds fired
Angel Roman-Rivera
Ft Hood, TX
But one note:
Normally in a situation like
this it would be mandatory to
replace the firing pins with new
ones. However, because there
is a shortage of firing pins,
a temporary authorization to
use previously installed firing
pins with unknown rounds
counts has been granted by
TACOM and ARDEC.
This temporary authorization
gives those firing pin
assemblies a remaining life
of 6,000 rounds after they
have met inspection criteria
outlined in TACOM Maintenance
Action Message (MAM) 17-044:

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/
Maintenance/message.
cfm?id=MA17-044.html

excellent
point, AngEl.

The criteria outlined in the MAM can be used
to re-establish rounds count on firing pins
that have been mixed up when bolts and
tracks have been accidentally swapped until
the firing pin supply situation improves.
A permanent solution to accidental bolt
and track mix-ups is to permanently etch or
engrave the bolt carrier on the right side of
the ejector with the matching gun
serial number.

Engrave serial
number here

Some units are
already doing this
and it has proven
to be an effective
and practical way to
maintain an accurate
rounds count.

But
don’t use
stamping
tools. They
can damage
the bolt
carrier.

M1-Series Tanks…

keep Those Sight glasses clean
boy, this sight
glass sure is
DiRtY!

I’ll have to
guess at the
OiL leVEl.

oh, don’t do THAt. A
litTle elbOW greAse
and that siGhT Will
be clEar as DAY!

when checking the shock absorber sight glass on your M1-series tank, what you see is
what you get—unless the sight glass is clouded. In that case, figuring out the oil level is
anybody’s guess.
And when it comes to the oil level,
you never want to guess. It should be
between the middle and top of the sight
glass. If the oil level is low or appears
milky, tell your mechanic right away.
So you can always get a proper oil
level reading, clean the sight glass the
right way. Don’t use wire brushes, knife
Use degreaser
blades or screwdrivers to clean the glass.
and soft cloth to
clean sight glass
A clean cloth and degreaser, NSN 685001-474-2319, will do the trick.
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M3, M3A1
CROP…
Dude, I’ve got a lot riding on
those CROP tie-downs. They’re all
in good shape, right?

Maybe you avoid getting tied
down in your personal life, but if
your professional life involves
Container Roll-in/out Platforms
(CROPs), getting tied down is
definitely the way to go!

Of course! Now’s
not the time to
discover a wornout strap!

The M3 crOP, NSN 3990-01-442-2751, and
M3A1 crOP, NSN 3990-01-450-5671, both
rely on web tie-down straps to secure
their loads. There’s a lot riding on
these tie-downs, but they’re often
overlooked during PMCS.

in addition to Item 2 in the Before Operations PMCS of
TM 9-3990-260-14&P, here are 10 specific tie-down conditions
that make the CROP not fully mission capable:

…snags or
materials
embedded
in the
fabric.

1. Holes,
tears,
cuts…

2. Knots in of
any part
webbing.

3. Acid or
alkali
burns.

4. Melting,
charring
or…

…weld
spatters
on any
part
of the
webbing.

5. Excessive
abrasive
wear or…

…crushed
webbing.

6. Signs of t
ultraviole
(UV) light ion
degradat
such as
fading,
or
stiffness
r
fuzzy fibe
dust when
you slap
the strap.

8. Broken
or worn
stitches
in loadbearing
splices.

pitting,
n, excessive
7. Distortion or other damage
io
os
rr
ttings.
co
s or end fi
to buckle

all tie-down
straps
should be
inspected
before every
use to ensure
they’re
serviceable
and safe.

Good

9. Tie-down ion
identificat
tag is
missing or .
unreadable

Bad

her
10. Any ot
that
condition
doubt
es
caus
own
about tie-d
strength.

For more information, check out the
Synthetic Tie-Down Safety Bulletin, available at:

https://www.cargoequipmentcorp.com/pdf/tie-down-safety-bulletin.pdf
Find instructions for proper use of tie down straps in TM 9-3990-26014&P. Also see TACOM MA 18-028 for more safety details,
available with CAC-access at:

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MA18-028.html

Two new NSNs are
now available for
CROP data plates!

CROP
Data
Plates
PS 794

To order a data plate
for the M3 CROP, use
NSN 2590-01-65 7-7828.
To order a data plate
for the M3A1 CROP, use
NSN 2590-01-671-4252.
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HEMTT…

Gosh,
that’s
a big
roll of
battery
liner.

Plenty for
all you big
HEMTTs!

think of stuff designed to absorb
messy spills. paper towels, baby
diapers and kitty litter probably
come to mind.

But the thing to
think about under the
hood of a HEMTT is a
battery box liner.

Because the HEMTT’s battery box sits
directly over the air tanks, there’s a
possibility that battery acid can splatter
down and corrode the air tanks.

This could cause the brakes to
lose air pressure if the corrosion
eats away the mounting hardware
or corrodes the tank fittings.

The best way to prevent this
problem is to use a battery box
liner, NSN 6160-01-389-1966, under
the batteries and the hold-down
straps. Cover the entire bottom of
the battery box.

Then put some smaller pieces under
the hold-down straps to soak up
any electrolyte boil-over from the
battery cells.
This prevents it from dripping down
to the bottom of the box.

Battery box liner prevents acid spill over

Use small pieces under hold-down straps

To attach the smaller pieces, use 1/2-inch electrical ties to hold the liner
strips in place by wrapping the ties around the hold-down straps.
The ties come in a package of 100 with NSN 5975-00-074-2072.
But it comes in a 1 x 100-ft roll,
which makes it easy to cut whatever
sizes you need.

The liner will need to be changed
when it becomes soaked with battery
acid or starts to deteriorate.

PS 794
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A1, A1P2 FMTVs…

Hey, the wear
indicators on
this tire look
a little worn.

Then I need
a new tire.
Better get a
mechanic!

Operators,
when your
A1 or A1P2
FMTV’s tire
tread gets
below a
certain level,
the tire
needs to be
replaced.

Later…
Good thing you
called me. Those
tires definitely
needed replacing.

See? Never
hurts to have
a second
opinion!

The best and quickest way to check
tread height is to look at the tire’s
wear indicators. When the rubber taps
on the A1P2 FMTV or the wear bars on
the A1 FMTV start to show wear, tell
your mechanic. He’ll replace the tire.

Wear indicators worn?
Replace tire
You’ll find this A1P2
before operation check
listed as Item 11 in
the PMCS tables of
TM 9-2320-333-13&P in
IETM EM 0294 (Jun 15).

PS 794

For the 2 1/2-ton A1 LMTV,
look at the after
operation check listed
as Item 11 in the PMCS
tables of TM 9-2320391-10-3 (Oct 17).
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For the 5-ton A1 MTV,
you’ll find the after
operation check as
Item 14 in the PMCS
tables of TM 9-2320392-10-4 (Oct 17).
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Hunting for tires,
inner tubes, flaps,
valves, rims,
wheel assemblies
or other tire
accessories for
your equipment?

Good news! We
can roll you in the
right direction.
Check out the
Defense Logistics
Agency (DLA) Land
and Maritime tire
catalog in DOD’s
FedMall.

After registering
and logging into

FedMall, you’ll be
on the main search
page. You can
search for specific
items by keyword
or NSN…
…but the best way
to narrow in on
all tire-related
items is to navigate
to the search tab
on the top left
side of the page…

Army units are reminded that
in all but rare instances, they
should be ordering tire and
wheel assemblies, not
individual tires and down parts.

Go to FedMall at: https://www.fedmall.mil
if it’s your first visit, select the
Sign In/Register link at the upper
right corner of the page.
You’ll need a CAC to register.

PS 794
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Under
Corridor
dropdown,
click Tire…

subcategories
automatically
pop up to
right

You’ll be
on the Tires
eCatalog
homepage
then. Here you
can search
sub-catalogs
(tires and
tubes, vehicular
equipment
components,
etc.) and
narrow down
the results
even more by
price, size or
other filters.

if you still can’t find
what you’re looking for,
email the DLA Tire Team at:

DSCC.TiresTeam@dla.mil

Need help finding or ordering items from Fedmall?
Contact DLA customer service at 8 7 7-352-2255 or email:

DLAcontactcenter@
dla.mil

Wire Rope for Securing Parts
When you need to keep equipment parts from moving during rail transport, wire rope
is a must-have. Order the size you need with these NSNs:
Size (in)

NSN 4010-

Nominal Strength (lb)

Required Clamp Torque (lb-ft)

/
/
1/2
5/8

00-269-9324
00-272-8849
00-272-8848
00-763-9361

5,880
13,120
23,000
35,800

25
45
65
130

14
38

M878A2 Backup Alarm NSN
Get a new backup alarm for your M878A2 yard tractor with NSN 6350-01-412-3305.
NSN 6350-01-503-4487, which is shown as Item 1 in Fig 148 of TM 9-2320-312-24P (Jun
12), brings the wrong alarm.

Construction Equipment…
whatcha
saying about
a hoedown?

Here’s the
lowdown on
how to turn
in your old
equipment.

B
efore turning in
your construction
equipment at

DLA Disposition
Services…

…STOP
and take
a deep
breath.

Then log into the Decision Support
Tool (DST) located in LOGSA’s
Logistics Information Warehouse
(LIW) for instructions and key notes
for your equipment’s disposition.

Note: To use the DST application, you’ll need to use the Microsoft Explorer
browser rather than Microsoft Edge.

1. Log in to LIW at: https://liw.logsa.army.mil
If you don’t have an LIW account, register by clicking on the New User Registration link.
2. Scroll down and click on the App Warehouse icon.

3. In the Keyword Search box, type DST. When the orange DST icon appears, click Create
Shortcut. Click the small x in the upper right-hand corner to exit.
4. Back at the LIW screen, click the DST app.
5. On the DST-SM homepage, click the DST-SM Home down arrow and click on Item Catalog
in the second column.
6. Select the NIIN/MCN Catalog tab.
7. Type your equipment’s NIIN in the Contains box. Then click the blue Load Data button.
8. Once the new page populates, you’ll find the instructions/key notes for disposition listed
under Auto Disposition.

Need help or have
MORE questions
about construction
equipment turn-in?
Contact one of the
following…

Dozers

usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-dozers@mail.mil

Graders

usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-graders@mail.mil

Concrete Paving System

usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-concrete-paving-sys@
mail.mil

Skid Steer Loaders

usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-skid-steer-loaders@
mail.mil

Scrapers, Water Distributors, Compressors,
Crushing Plants, TCMMD-Density Tester
usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-compressors@mail.mil
Excavators, HMEE, Backhoes

usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-excavators@mail.mil

Loaders

usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-loaders@mail.mil

Asphalt-Mixing Plant/Paving Machine,
Compactors, Rollers
usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-rollers@mail.mil

Construction Equipment…

Use these updated percentages to determine the latest maintenance
expenditure limit (MEL) for older cat construction equipment:

Item

NSN

MEL %

130G road grader
D7G tractor w/ripper
D7G tractor w/winch
D7G tractor w/winch, winterized
D7G tractor w/ripper, winterized
D7G tractor w/AOA and winch
D7G tractor w/AOA and ripper
621B scraper
621B scraper w/AOA

3805-01-150-4795
2410-01-233-0350
2410-01-223-7261
2410-01-253-2117
2410-01-253-2118
2410-01-538-6780
2410-01-538-7793
3805-01-153-1854
3805-01-538-6852

35
25
25
25
25
25
40
25
40

Questions? Contact TACOM’s combat engineering group
at: usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-compressors@mail.mil
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D7R II Dozer…

My track
is nice and
snug, but
my oil’s
feeling
a little
watery!

O

perators,
after a track
adjustment on
your D7R II
dozer, make
sure the track
adjuster
cover is
snug on the
recoil spring
compartment.

Check O-ring seal for damage

if the seal’s missing,
squashed or torn, water can
get into the oil in the recoil
spring compartment. Oil and
water don’t mix, especially in
hard-working equipment!

While you’re at
it, check the
cap’s rubber
O-ring seal.

Contaminated oil turns milky green
Replace a bad or missing O-ring seal with NSN 5331-00-859-0396.
You’ll find it listed as Item 7 in Fig 63 of TM 5-2410-241-24P (Feb 12).
later…

PS 794

No problems now!
You just needed a new
O-ring for your track
adjuster cover.
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MKII Bridge Boat…

When your bridge
boat isn’t in the water,
pull the hull drain
plug. The batteries
will thank you for it.

rain can play havoc with the batteries on your MKII bridge boat. The batteries sit in the hull,
so if enough rain collects there, the batteries short out!
Whether your boat is in the water or dry-docked, keep excess water out of the boat’s hull!
Getting rid of that excess water is easy
Remove drain plug
when dry-docked. Just open the boat’s
when boat is out
bilge drain plug. Leave it open if the boat
of water
won’t be in the water for a while. You’ll
find the plug located between the left and
right scoops on the back of the boat.
By the way, you’ll find this same info
on Pages 2-40 and -41 as Before and After
PMCS Check #36 in TM 5-1940-277-10 (Sep
93, w/Ch 3, Aug 06).

230LCRD HYEX…

Get the Right Engine!
Mechanics, make sure you check
the data plate on the 230LCRD
hydraulic excavator’s (HYEX) engine
before ordering a new one.

There are two
different Type II
engines used on
these vehicles…

• Model TO6068HT051 6-cylinder main engine,
•

NSN 2815-01-483-5846
(Note: This engine is also used on the 230LCR Type I HYEX)
Model TO4045TT050 4-cylinder air compressor engine,
NSN 2815-01-483-5854

A few seconds reading the data plate can save lots of
downtime from ordering the wrong engine.

PS 794
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Chinook…
Make sure YoU
perform the Jam
test daiLY…

…with
the right
tool!

Good PM means performing all
preventative maintenance services (PMS)
and never putting your aircraft at risk.
So get in the closet and do the ILCA jam
simulation test like it says in WP 3398 of
TM 1-1520-271-23&P.

Do daily
ILCA jam
tests on
all buttons
in flight
control
closet
before
flight

The flight
control
closet is a
tight area
in your
Chinook.
But
that’s no
excuse for
avoiding
the
integrated
lower
control
actuator

(ILCA)
jam
simulation
test
prior to
the first
flight of
each day.

PS 794

During operation, the red jam sensor
indicator buttons will pop out
automatically if there’s a problem
with the ILCA.
The jam simulator buttons are hard
to reach, and some units are using
screwdrivers, hard metal or sharp tools
to press down on the plunger.
Those items can mushroom the plunger and
seals on the jam simulation buttons.
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So rather than picking up whatever’s
handy, press all eight buttons with a
tool made of wood or soft metal—
like aluminum or brass—that has a
flattened surface at one end.

Too much damage knocks
them out of tolerance and
makes them stick.
Stuck ILCA jam simulation
buttons won’t pop out when
they should, so the entire
actuator assembly has to
be replaced.

if the red buttons pop out, then you’ve
got the tool to reset ‘em and forget ‘em
until the next flight.

Need help with a tool for pushing those

ILCA jam simulation buttons?

Have your local maintenance shop fabricate a tool using this drawing:
1
2
1
1

8
8

-2
-1

WRENCH BODY
ASSEMBLY

PART OR
IDENTIFYING NUMBER

NOMENCLATURE OR DESCRIPTION

1
X
QTY QTY CAGE NO.
REDO REDO

-1

NOTES:
1. SK145-33638 TO BE USED TO DEPRESS THE
JAM INDICATOR TEST BUTTON ON THE
145H7300 LOWER CONTROL ACTUATORS.
2. ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES:
.X ± 1; .XX ± .03; .XXX ± .005
3. BREAK ALL NON-FUNCTIONAL SHARP EDGES
WITH .02 RADIUS
4. MAKE FROM AVAILABLE ALUMINUM PLATE.
5. STEEL STAMP USING 1/8 CHARACTERS
6. BOND SOCKET SET SCREW WITH
+243 THREADLOCKER. OR EQUIVALENT.
(LOCTITE CORP. ROCKY HILL. CT)
7. FILE SPERICAL SHAPE ON END OF SET SCREW
PRIOR TO INSERTION.
8. CARR LANE MFG CO.
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63119-2129
CAGE: 99862

NAS1756-12
STREAMER
CL-2-F
CABLE FERULE .138 ID. .212 OD
CL-2-C-8-0 COATED CABLE .067 DIA
*5-40 UNC SOCKET SET SCREW CUP POINT. 3/4 LONG
4
MATERIAL AND SPECIFICATION

PARTS LIST

NAS1756-12
CL-2-C-8.0
•5-40 x 3/4
SOCKET SET
SCREW 7

REMOVE
BEFORE
FLIGHT
CL-2-F

SK145-33638-1

.20

SK145-33638-2

-1 ASSY

6

There are similar tools in the field.
Only use them if the tool is made of
the right material and has a flat head.

Once you’ve got one in hand, attach
a Remove Before Flight streamer
so it doesn’t turn into FOD.

A
R.63
875
35.0°

•5-40 x 3/4
UNC-2B
THRU

19

1.38

∅.800 THRU

R.50

-2 WRENCH BODY

3X R.25
.13

SK145 - 33638-1

.38

A

5

2X R.13

.19

.88

.50

3.00

∅.12 THRU

AH-64,
UH-60A/L,
HH-60M…
lemme come
Over thEre and
HeLp YoU Out.

OK, but kEeP yOur FeEt
OfF the Engine. We don’t
nEed aNy heaDAChes.

YoUr FeEt Can Do
a Lot Of dAmage To
EnGine Parts, so don’t
use the engine as a
stepping sTOol.

Engines are a
no-step zone!

Mengines
echanics, Black Hawk and Apache
have delicate connectors

and parts. So every time you step
where you shouldn’t, stuff gets
broken. And that defeats the
purpose of preventive maintenance.
Some of you are stepping on the
engine’s accessory gearbox, hydro
mechanical unit and IPS blower
to traverse the engine nacelle.
That damages engine seals, sensor
wiring, splines, over speed drain
valves and connectors.

Over speed drain valve cannot withstand
weight on Black Hawk engine

TMs and IETMs for the AH-64, UH-60A/L
and Hh-60M have references to safe
stepping areas.
What you won’t find listed are references
to every no-step area.
including them all would double or even
triple the size of the manuals!
With that said, you should consider the
engine a no-step zone. Don’t use it as
a stepstool or a shortcut across the
helicopter.

Consider AH-64, UH-60A/L and HH-60M engines a no-step zone!
While the shortest distance between
two points is a straight line, any straight
line that includes the engine results in
mission aborts, unscheduled maintenance
and downtime.

it’s a good idea to spread
the word to peers and subordinates that their feet
don’t belong on the engines.

Engine
reliability
depends on
keeping your
feet off the
engine.

Keep ‘em off!

UH-60 Black Hawk Helicopter…

M144
Gun
Mount
Check
MWO

y’kNOw, I think I
LoSt mY amMo Can on
that LASt flighT.
uh-OH, yOu
probablY have
a plunger
problem with
yOuR gUN
MOunT.

9-1005-262-23-1
added a 400-round ammo can
to the UH-60’s M144 gun mount.
Unfortunately, there have been
several instances of the can
falling off during flight.
Units need to
immediately
check the plunger
assemblies for
problems.

•
•
•

investigation revealed weak spring tension
for the mount’s plunger assembly. it wasn’t
fully engaging the plunger into the mount.
This is true for both
generation 1 and 2 plungers.

Generation 1

Generation 2

Look for:
any plunger defects
weak spring tension
failure of the plunger
to fully engage when
it’s released into the
mount.

Check plungers for defects, weak
tension and failure to engage mount

inspect the plunger during regular
maintenance, weapon system
installation and preflight checks.
if you have any M144 gun
mount questions, contact
your local LAR…

PS 794

When the weapon system isn’t in use,
relieve tension on the plunger spring to
avoid weakening the spring over time.
…or TACOM’s James Mathews
at (586) 282-1368 or email:

james.c.mathews16.civ@mail.mil
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ALSE…

Not me! I
had a trained
technician
check out
everything…
… and it’s
all gOod!

Units with
the Aqua Lung
survival egress
air breathing
system, including
SEA-MK and
SEA/LV2 versions,
listen up!

During rapid purging situations, the
HP seat disc material of the first
stage ON/OFF valve may poke out from
the seat retainer, cutting off the air
supply. The seat doesn’t fully separate
from the retainer, but only sticks out
a tiny bit. it can usually be reset by
completely closing the ON/OFF valve
and then reopening it.
This problem is only known to occur
in high-use training facilities where
Christo-Lube was applied and may have
accumulated over time.
Lubricating the seat and disc retainer
assembly or the internal threads
of the first stage body can keep air
pressure on both sides of the valve
seat from equalizing.

PS 794
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Have
breathing
device
problems?
Have a
trained
technician
inspect seat
and disc
retainer
assembly
inside

JAN 19

Any corrective
action should
be done only by
an authorized
technician trained
to repair and
maintain the SEA.

An authorized technician
must inspect seat and disc
retainer assembly for equal
air pressure on both sides

The work
must
be done

exactly

as the
commercial
TM says.

Function Check
Using a fully
charged cylinder,
open the ON/OFF
valve and follow
these steps…

PS 794

1. Start an extreme rapid purge by pressing the purge
button fully on the second stage of the survival
egress air (SEA). Wait until the cylinder is completely
depleted. Note: Monitor the high pressure indicator
during the function check. A rapid drop of supply
pressure indicates a malfunction.
2. If air flow stops quickly before cylinder depletion,
the system fails the function check. Remove it from
service and proceed to Step 4.
A gradual stop of the air flow (under 500 psi
indicated) is normal as the cylinder pressure depletes.
3. If air flows without interruption while depleting the
cylinder, recharge the system. Repeat Step 1, keeping
the valve in the ON position. Again, a gradual stop of
the air flow (under 500 psi indicated) is normal. If the
unit passes this second test, return it to service.
4. For systems that fail the function check, replace the
seat and disc assembly (PN 108322) and O-ring, (PN
520015) with new parts from Aqua Lung. Follow the
modified instructions in the SEA TM listed on Page 26.
Note: After removing the old parts, clean the threads
of the body with a lint-free swab or cloth. Do not
reapply lubricant to the seat and disc retainer. That
can trap debris in the threads.
5. With the ON/OFF valve partial rebuild complete, fully
charge the system and repeat a single test (Step 3.) If
the unit passes this final test, return it to service.
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The modified procedure for Rev 1/16 of
the Survival Egress Air technical manual,
needs the following changes:

Under Reassembly of Handwheel in
Para 1 7 on Page 13,
delete “Lubricate the threads of a new
seat disc & retainer (29).”

Replace it with
“Do not lubricate the threads of a new
seat disc & retainer (29).”
This change will be added to the
next TM update.

Got questions?

Contact David Bath at DSN 748-8027, (256) 842-8027
or email: david.t.bath.ctr@mail.mil

Good news, mechanics! TB 43-0002-3,
Maintenance Expenditure Limits for Army
Aircraft, has been updated to include
unmanned aircraft systems such as the
RQ-7B Shadow and MQ-1C Gray Eagle.

That means you
have to rely on
field support
representatives
and the program
management office to
determine the cost
of repairing us!

Maintainers are now reqUired to perform an estimated cost of damage

(ECOD) by following AR 750-1, ARMY MATeriEL maiNtenAnCe policy (AUG 1 7).
so Spread the word to all your UAS cohorts and download a copy of
the updated and newly renamed TB 43-0002-3, Maintenance Expenditure
Limits for Army Aircraft and UAS (Feb 17), at the LOGSA ETM website:

https://liw.logsa.army.mil/etmapp/#/etm/home
Check out Aviation Maintenance Action Message GEN-17-AMAM-01 for
more details about UAS repair:

https://asmprd.redstone.army.mil/default.aspx

PS 794
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PS Magazine Index No. 74, 2018
Subject

Issue/Pg

AIR CONDITIONERS

Subject

AIRCRAFT, HH-60M, BLACK HAWK

ECU--Refrigerant changes from R22 to R438A 787 50
ECU--Refrigerant sourced through DLA
792 61
ECU--Turn-in from Germany/OCONUS
793 61

Crew restraint tether deployed
Generator control, propulsion shaft turn-in
Hydraulic filter replacements
IMMSS, BMI parts info needed
IVHMU label placement
Litter platform turn-in
Main shaft extension assembly NSN
Personal restraint tether safety
Rescue hoist device inspection
Rescue hoist needs oil
Rig connecting link turn-in
Tail rotor blade turn-in

AIRCRAFT ARMAMENT SUBSYSTEMS
M230--Chain assembly PM
M230--Dummy test round fabrication
M230--Unserviceable turn-in help

786 42
782 23
793 38

AIRCRAFT AVIONICS
AN/APX-123/A--SAFT battery

787 24

AIRCRAFT FORMS
DA Form 2028, SF 368 differences

793 40

AIRCRAFT, GENERAL
Cold weather PM: fuel, lubes, seals, batteries
Commercial cleaners may cause damage
Corrosion help email
DD Form 1348-6 for parts without NSNs
Hardware, check bench stock for quality
Parts with rust can be repaired
PEO Soldier website, social media
T700 engine manual available

18
24
25
24
26
22
25
23

FOD can
MQ1 Gray Eagle--Fasteners, aft cowl...
MQ1 Gray Eagle--FOD, GCS door...
Shadow--Elements protection
Shadow--GDT cable, CRP nut plates...
Shadow--Help by email
Shadow--Helpdesk emails
Shadow--Propeller damage

786
784
788
786
792
789

38
26
52
37
24
26

Crew restraint tether deployed
ERFS tanks turn-in
Generator control, propulsion shaft turn-in
Hydraulic filter replacements
IMMSS, BMI parts info needed
Indicator panels needed for turn-in
IVHMU label placement
Litter platform turn-in
Personal restraint tether safety
Safety help email
Searchlights needed for turn-in
Rescue hoist needs oil
Rig connecting link turn-in
Tail rotor blade turn-in

783 26
783
791
786
787
790
782
788
790
783
787
785

21
25
38
23
24
26
53
22
25
61
23

AIRCRAFT, CH-47D/F, CHINOOK
Crew restraint tether deployed
Ground cover NSNs
Rotor blade adjustment stand
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782 62
786
787
792
782
784
790
793

44
21
26
24
25
25
42

791
783
784
786
789
788
789
791
793
784
788
787
793
785

22
26
23
38
21
51
22
26
36
25
51
22
60
26

791
782
783
785

22
22
23
24

AIRCRAFT, UH-60, BLACK HAWK

AIRCRAFT, AH-64, APACHE
AAIH helmet TM available
ECS filter system upgraded
Hydraulic filter replacements
IAFS combo pack turn-in
Lead lag link tool not authorized
Off-aircraft battery charger update (732-25)
Radome paint erosion repair
Rescue hoist device inspection
Support actuator assembly turn-in
Transport handle assembly
Wing pylons needed

22
23
38
21
22
26
40
36
22
22
60
26

AIRCRAFT, UAV

AIRCRAFT LIFE SPT EQUIPMENT (ALSE)
PSGC zipper fix

791
784
786
789
789
791
786
793
790
787
793
785

AIRCRAFT SAFETY
792
784
792
789
787
784
792
790

AIRCRAFT GRD SPT EQUIPMENT (AGSE)
AGPU--Hydraulic filter replacements
FARP helmet update (721-37-38)
GMR-500 routers needed for turn-in
Pitot static test set components
SATS--Leaf spring wear inspection
UMARK covered by two TMs

Issue/Pg

AIRCRAFT, UH-72A, LAKOTA
Crew restraint tether deployed
Engine cowling heat blankets
FAQ available on JTDI website
Ground handling wheels, tow bar

ANTENNA, OE-254
791 22
793 35
783 24

Mast parts indentification
AVLB, M60/M48
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Subject

Issue/Pg

Bridge hinge inspection
Transmission filter housing bolt torque

Subject

793 09
792 09

AWARDS
2018 AAME entry instructions
Driver’s badge for safe driving

791 58
783 61
62
62
62
62
62
62
62
62
62
62
62
62

A2CU flight suit NSNs
Insect repellent system
Nitrile glove NSNs
OCIE protective gear turn-in
Cold weather equipment TMs available
Winter storm vehicle preparation

CECOM equipment returns
Heat protection tips
TEIP adds more C4ISR equipment

783
784
790
792
783
784
792

36
38
36
38
38
40
35

CARRIER, AMMO, M992A2
Air cleaner box cleaning
Engine air duct hose clamp

CHESS for IT equipment and software
Command post tablet TMs
DLA office device management program
JENM software user manual available
MSD--Software installation order
TMDE, MSD move to milSuite
COMSEC help
KG-250--Tamper key, internal battery
Legacy equipment turn-in
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785 49
790 50
791 48

Exhaust pipe coupling replaced

789 53

CONTAINERS
LLRC humidity indicators

784 60

CONTINUITY
Anatomy of a Proper PMCS
Dax Torthon in the 26th Century
Dell’s Kitchen
Iron Oxide Ogre, the Reaping, Corrosion...
James Bondo in Moonbreaker, Part 1
James Bondo in Moonbreaker, Part 2
Night Knight
No PM for Evil Villains
PM Mission to Mars
PM Wars: Return of the Jebbi
Re-Introducing Your New M50/51 Mask

04
60
08
03
08
09

CBRN EQUIPMENT
CBRN filter replacement for vehicles

57
61
59
61
58
56

CONTAINERIZED KITCHEN

788 06
793 03
792
793
791
786
789
783

789
782
783
788
782
792

COMSEC EQUIPMENT

CARRIER, PERSONNEL, M113 FOV
Engine intake/exhaust grille cover
Engine oil filter NSN
Hull draining to prevent component rust
M577A3, M1068A3 CPC--Generator air hose
Manifold rust prevention
Ramp pulley housing damage

788 60
786 47
789 50

COMPUTERS & SOFTWARE

CARBINE, M4-SERIES
Action spring length
Bore clearing, rod instructions
Cleaning kits and replacement components
Front sight tool, buy or fabricate
Magazine PM
Polymer magazines available
Usable on codes (UOC)

784 18
793 43
782 20

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

792 61
787 52
784 49

782 60
792 12

Bucket draining to prevent corrosion
ET training, POCs
Hydraulic cylinder rust problems

CAN, FUEL
Storage tips

26
56
55
60

COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION EQUIP (CCE)

BODY ARMOR
ESAPI test videos website
Plate damage tests

790
788
789
786

COLD WEATHER

BATTERY, LEAD-ACID
Battery box coating compound
787 61
Installation: felt washer, silicone, rubber cover 784 16
Silicone compound prevents corrosion
784 15

782 45
784 44
784 43

CLOTHING

BACK COVER
Always Follow the Lube Order!
784
Best Soldiers Soak Up Maint Info Like Sponge 792
Cross-training Creates Well-Rounded Soldiers 791
Do Commo PM!
789
Don’t Roll the Dice with PM!
788
Don’t Set Your Mission Up for Failure!
786
Do Start-up by the Book
783
Not Sure How Long Annual Services Take? 790
PMCS~The Gift That Keeps On Giving
793
Refueling?
785
Wanted: Big Fist Murphy
787
You’ve Got Yourself a FOD Can
782

Issue/Pg

M159 CBRN DR SKO--Fridge plug danger
MPHS hydration system
Turn-in support

793
790
788
784
791
792
783
789
787
785
786

27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27

789 14
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Subject

Issue/Pg

Subject

Aviation corrosion help email
Corrosion preventive compound (CPC) use
Dax Torthon in the 26th Century
Dessiccant, drum of 300
Iron Oxide Ogre, the Reaping, Corrosion...
Method 20 packing
Method 50 packing
Rust Busters tip of the month #1
Rust Busters tip of the month #2
Rust Busters tip of the month #3
Rust Busters tip of the month #4
Rust Busters tip of the month #5
Rust Busters tip of the month #6
Rust Busters tip of the month #7
Rust Busters tip of the month #8
Rust Busters tip of the month #9
Rust Busters tip of the month #10
Rust Busters tip of the month #11
Rust Busters tip of the month #12

792
784
790
790
784
787
787
782
783
784
785
786
787
788
789
790
791
792
793

25
12
27
61
27
56
58
14
11
11
12
14
12
10
12
11
10
10
10

787 61
791 61

DECON
M12A1, M26--Cold protection
M26--Water pressure gauge calibration
M334 decon kit TM available

CREPS report website
792
DA Form 348--Keep for records
783
DD Form 1348-6--Ordering parts with no NSN 789
DA Form 2028--TACOM submissions
793
Door latch NSN
Loading tips

GENERATOR, SMOKE, M56
Fuel filter/separator maintenance kits
Fuel filter/separator maintenance kits
15-kW--MEP-804B alternator NSN
15-kW AMMPS--Oil filter NSN
30-kW--MEP-805B injection pump NSN
Power generation certification training

790
783
793
791

49
51
61
46

GENERATORS, SMALL
Power generation certification training

783 41
791 37
787 61

791 46

120M--Articulation rods, keep clean
120M--Cab filter vent blocked
120M--ECM box loosened by vibration
120M--Exhaust pipe rust
120M--Moldboard slide cylinder not a step

784
789
789
784
782

20
18
19
19
18

GRENADE LAUNCHER, M203
790
786
792
787
782
788
791
789
785
783
784
793

01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01

M320A1 replacing by attrition

782 37

GRENADE LAUNCHER, M320
Buttstock locking lever, secure before firing

790 39

GROUNDING
MK-2551A grounding kit use at NTC

789 48

GUN, MACHINE
M2A1--Barrel installation
791
M2A1--Barrel locking spring NSN
792
M2A1--Bolt and barrel extension mixup
785
M2A1--Breech lock selection tool instructions 792
M2A1--Trigger lever stop assembly fix
783
M240B--Heat shield damage guidelines
783
M240B, M240L--Buffer checks
792
M240L, M249--Barrel requirements
786
M240-Series--Adjustable buttstock MWO
791
M240-Series--Collapsible buttstock install
788
M240-Series--Front mounting bushing pin
788
M240-Series--Usable on codes (UOCs)
792

788 57
788 55

FORKLIFTS
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786 35

GENERATORS, LARGE

FIRST AID KITS
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786 35

GENERATOR, SMOKE, M58

M4 JCAD--Battery tray/rain cap, don’t force 782 41

6K VRRT--Engine upgrade modification kit
6K, ATLAS--Axle lube during services

791 39
791 38

GRADERS

EDITORIAL

Customized medical kits
Poison ivy treatment

25
55
24
53

FORWARD REPAIR SYSTEM, M7

DETECTOR, CHEMICAL

Bulk Up That Brain!
Dirty Talk
Don’t Take Flying Visually Impaired Lightly
Easy Answers?
Is the Word Still Golden?
Make Safety a Readiness Imperative
Next-Gen Needs PM, Too
Right Approach
Sergeant’s Time Training
Sew Up Your PM
Spring Into Action
Who Drives the Train

782 60
785 21
788 19

FORMS, GENERAL

CRANES
AT-422-T--Air cleaner intake pipe NSN
LRT-110--Seat rail kit NSN

Issue/Pg

ATLAS--Fuel filter NSN
ATLAS II--8-ft carriage available
Tine adjustment instructions

CORROSION

791 20
783 19

29

45
39
36
39
37
40
40
25
44
36
41
35
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Subject

Issue/Pg

M249--AAL items added to TM
M249--Barrel feed throat dimple OK
M249--Buttstock component NSNs
M249--Feed box support kit
M249--Guide rod assembly installation
MK 19--Model descriptions
MK 19--Rear sight inspection
MK 19--Sear assembly (775-44)

790
788
782
793
793
782
785
785

38
42
36
19
23
38
39
38

FSC-2--MWO approved for MBUs
FSC-2--NSN correction (789-54)
MKT--MEL chart released
MTRCS--Hook arm pin, battery box cover...
Drain water to prep for cold weather

782 47
50
48
21
23
22
41
47
21

793 48
791 55
782 60

HOWITZER, SP, M109A6 PALADIN
Air cleaner box cleaning
Engine air duct hose clamp
Idler arm housing lube
MCS hose not for personal A/C
Repaired gun tube corrosion
Travel lock friction linings

788
793
793
786
784
791

06
03
04
04
06
09

A3--Exercise, cannon tube cracks, recoil rails...785
BOP points for hearing protection
787
Cradle crack check
790
Firing pin fix
782

06
07
08
03

966H--Bucket lubing
M400T, M400W--Door assembly NSN
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782 60

AMSAA helps with bench and shop stock
ASL help from LOGSA PSCC
CTC planning steps
DLA customer interaction center
Warehouse operations help

791
784
785
788
788

57
55
55
25
26

AACA clears cargo for air clearance
785
B-Kit accountability
790
GCSS-Army--AIT handheld transaction codes 793
GCSS-Army--Codes decoded
786
GCSS-Army--Corrosion cause code
792
GCSS-Army--Greenwich Mean Time chart
791
GCSS-Army--HR BOM discrepancy
791
GCSS-Army--RDD needed for 02 parts
784
GCSS-Army--Serial number profile request 782
GCSS-Army--Supply smartbook download 791
GCSS-Army--Terms & abbreviations
789
GCSS-Army--Training request email
791
GCSS-Army--Website URL change
790
Manufacturer location
789
PAVPB for property accountability training 782

58
58
58
56
15
58
60
57
55
60
60
61
61
58
59

LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT

MASK, PROTECTIVE
C2A1 canisters leaking carbon
786
M40, M42, JSGPM--Fitting issues
793
M40-, M50-Series--Faceforms for storage
785
M50--Outsert, nosecup retaining ring, storage...790

IMPROVED TARGET ACQUISITION SYSTEM (ITAS)
Battery charger, TU lift, TU case, cleaning
Launch tube crack prevention
LRU tracking for accountability

783 17

LOGISTICS ASSISTANCE

HOWITZER, TOWED, M777A2
785 04
790 08
784 04

16
17
17
19
20
20
18

LOADER, SKID-STEER, BOBCAT

HOWITZER, TOWED, M119-SERIES

Breech block witness marks
Cradle crack check
Spade latch spring, breech carrier...

791
792
787
785
788
785
791

LOADER, SCOOP-TYPE

HELMETS, GROUND
CVC--Helmet shell NSNs
ECH--Helmets with sensors replaced
Night vision equipment mounting videos

792 46

Digging tips
Ether spray for engine starts a no-go
HMEE-1--Axle grease fitting lube
HMEE-1--Swing lock pin, insert before travel
HMEE-1--Windshield washer hose T-fitting
Prime turbo at startup, after storage
Prime turbo at startup, after storage

783 54
793 61

788
788
783
790
783
786
788
791

54
61
56
52

LOADER, BACKHOE (BHL)

HELMETS, AVIATION
AAIH--Intro to new helmet
AAIH--Liner supply, use HGU-56 liners
AAIH--TM available
AAIH--TM available
Helmet bags for helmets only
IHADSS--Helmet frame not reparable
IHADSS--HOLT software upgrade
IHADSS--Visor housing display not available

789
793
791
791

LAUNDRY ADVANCED SYSTEM (LADS)

HEATER, SPACE
Convective Space Heater--Battery tips

Issue/Pg

KITCHEN EQUIPMENT

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS & WASTE (HAZMAT)
HMIRS Nex Gen introduction
PSCC transportation help

Subject

793 16
788 44
789 36

30

26
24
43
44
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Subject

Issue/Pg

M50, M51--Improvements, PM help

786 27

Subject

AN/PSQ-39--Operator’s manual released
790
AN/PVS-7, -14--ACH viewer mount
789
AN/PVS-7B/D, -14--LIF, packing, lens paper...790
AN/PVS-14--LIF, parts, batteries
788
AN/VAS-5--DVE sensors replaced
787
AN/VVS-2--Turn-in needed
790
Battery acid damage
793
Helmet mounting videos
782

MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
Maintenance-significant medical equipment
Poison ivy treatment
Tactical combat casualty care (TCCC) card

785 50
788 55
783 52

MINE CLEARING EQUIPMENT
Buffalo--Camera dots, electrical disconnect...
Buffalo--Cold weather fluid warmup...
Buffalo--Hoses, keep CARC away
Buffalo--Ladder operation to prevent damage
Buffalo--Walking beam bushings check
Calibration, LOSS, head angle, RF, fatigue
M1231 Husky--Air cleaner, dust cap
M1231 Husky--Detection panel stowing
M1231 Husky--Sealant, hydraulic leaks...
M1231 Husky--Stowage bin access door
M1231 Husky--Transmission filter cover
Minehound--Powerhound kit, weight strap...
Strider--Control cable, LEDs, sensing unit...

790
792
785
785
791
787
786
782
788
782
783
790
785

17
16
17
18
19
18
18
18
18
19
18
41
44

792
789
789
788
791
787
790
789

44
38
40
43
41
43
45
41

Corrosion assistance publications
Desiccant NSNs, use
Fast Pack types, uses
Method 20 packing
Method 50 packing
Preservative types to prevent corrosion
Hydration systems
OCIE protective equipment turn-in
Pop-up bed w/insect net
M9--Trigger pull test required
PQAS-E--Hookup for external power
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789 52

POWER DISTRIBUTION
DISE turn-in and PDISE replacement
PDISE, unpack to avoid corrosion

783 50
784 52

Article submission criteria
Heard About PS Magazine’s Mobile App?
Posting PS info on bulletin boards
PS Mag Live
PS Mag Live
PS mobile app ad
Radionerds website for old issues

792 45
789 37
785 46
786
792
788
787

05
44
43
43

792
785
786
784
793
785
783

54
61
54
53
51
60
61

783
793
784
782
793
782
790
787
789
791
789

61
52
51
60
48
61
61
61
60
47
60

PUBLICATIONS
AR 750-1 revised
CALL handbook 18-12 available
CALL radio system handbook
Cold weather equipment TMs available
Combat skills GTAs
Command post tablet TMs
EMS newsletter URL
M334 decon kit TM available
NCO Journal moves to new website
PAAWNS SATCOM TM released
Property Accountability newsletter URL

790 40
789 44
788 40

MOUNT, WEAPONS
M66--Ring mount kit change (773-27-35)
M153 CROWS II--Cocking bracket
M153 CROWS II--Diagnostic kit

782 40

POL

MORTARS
M120A1--Breech cap, don’t use hammer
M120A1, M121--Bipod lubing, PMCS
M252A1--MWO causing cracks, rust

786 50
786 60
786 49

PISTOLS

MLRS
300WP3 engine cable, keep feet away
Connector cleaning, second-chance adapters
Hoist cable tips
Newsletter

58
52
54
56
58
58

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT

MISSILE, PATRIOT
GPS cables, disconnect properly
Track lube, outrigger sight glass, LEM drain

792
785
793
787
787
784

PS MAGAZINE

MISSILE, JAVELIN
CLU batteries

49
51
47
58
47
51
18
60

PACKAGING

MISSILE, HIMARS
Connector cleaning, second-chance adapters
Frame rail inspection criteria
Hatch not a seat
Hoist cable tips
M240B, store in cab during firing
Newsletter
Rear cab support latch cracks
W513 adapter chain replacement

Issue/Pg

NIGHT VISION EQUIPMENT

782 40
788 42
786 21

31
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Subject
STT TMs released
TC 6-02.20 released
TB 43-180 released
TM shortages affect readiness
UHST TMs published

Issue/Pg
791
790
790
783
788

47
49
25
56
61

Subject
Lenspen for cleaning sights and NVDs
M150, ACOG--Turn-in info
M151--Turn in for MWO upgrade
Various length NSNs

AN/UDR-13--Beeping problem from software 782 42
AN/VDR-2--Probe/base serial number match 782 43
Q&A
782 43

Amnesty box fabrication
Bore snake/cleaning rod, lubing, front sight...
Camouflage paint info
Caps, plugs and bags NSNs
Cleaning, how often?
Cleaning tank tips
Degrease weapons before using SFL
Desert Do’s and Don’ts
Inspect before and after transferring
LARs, MWOs, gaging, clean and lube...
Lube guide
Lube instructions, uncocked for storage...
Operator’s manual, maint forms, mods
Property book info on serial numbers
Rack security
SFL paint pen NSN
SFL paint pen NSN
SMR code check for turn-in

784 51
793 49

RADIO SET, SINCGARS
787 49
792 52
787 48

RIFLE, M3
TMs now available

787 38

RIFLE, M16-SERIES
Action spring length
Bore clearing, rod instructions
Cleaning kits and replacement components
Front sight tool, buy or fabricate
Magazine PM
Polymer magazines available
Usable on codes (UOC)

783
784
790
792
783
784
792

36
38
36
38
38
40
35

RIFLE, SNIPER
Advanced ballistic weather meter

783 37

SAFETY
Exertional heat illness, signs and symptoms
Fire extinguisher recall
Noise hazards defined
Wiley X Valor lenses recalled

788
791
793
784

22
54
46
48

782
783
791
793
791
789
789
788
782

51
60
47
50
47
50
47
61
52

SATELLITE COMMUNICATION
AN/TSC-154A--ALPS maintenance website
AN/TSC-183A--PN correction (780-47)
PAAWNS TM released
STT cover NSNs
STT TMs released
TEIP adds more C4ISR equipment
Terminal reflector paint
UHST TM published
WIN-T--STT towing information

Warehouse pallet racks

786 49

Soldier Enhancement Program (SEP)

792 48

SUPPLY, GENERAL
Data plates needed for proper inventory
Hardware catalogs
Shelf life help
Special packaging instructions (SPI) info

792
784
788
790

50
47
24
60

SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS
AN/TAS-8 LRAS3--Purging procedure

782 53

TANK, M1-SERIES
Ammo compartment corrosion protection
Battery drain prevention
Battery PM
DSESTS--Store CSFM before collapsing
Engine oil clogged filter warning light
Final drive filler cap vent, plug torque
Fire extinguisher service life extended
Hub cap installation
Muzzle cap prevents rust, obstructions
Tarp, full coverage

793 47

M1022/A1 Dolly Set--Hydraulic fluid change 783 61
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20
42
40
42
41
42
36
24
38
40
36
36
42
22
39
38
21
39

SUGGESTION PROGRAM

SHOP EQUIPMENT
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793
789
787
783
784
784
792
786
792
785
784
787
791
793
782
787
793
787

STORAGE

SHELTERS
JECP SKI TM available

789 15

SMALL ARMS

RADIO SET, GENERAL

PLS radio installation kit
Radio frequency cable (W2) connecting
RT-1523E--Installation help

789 45
790 40
785 37

SLAVE CABLE, NATO

RADIAC EQUIPMENT

CALL radio system handbook
Harris radio installation instructions

Issue/Pg

SIGHTS & SCOPES
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784
783
787
793
788
791
791
783
788
789

03
03
08
26
04
02
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06
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Subject

Issue/Pg

Turret basket screens, keep tight

Subject

783 04

TEST EQUIPMENT
DSESTS--Store CSFM before collapsing
SWICE online training
TMDE, MSD move to milSuite

793 26
793 59
792 56

TIRES
Tire assembly shelf life code explained
Tire shelf life, service life
Tire shine products unauthorized

789 11
788 14
791 15
784
783
783
792
787
785
790

16
45
45
44
17
17

782
782
793
786
786
790
787
790

60
61
60
12
11
61
15
61

Linseed oil to preserve decks
782
M870A1--Hub wheel left out of conversion kit 787
M870A1--Wood decking kit
782
M1076/A1--MEL update
793

60
14
61
14

788 13
787 61

A1 Models--Distribution manifold NSNs
A1 Models--Engine control unit NSN
A1 Models--Weapon mount not authorized
CHU, E-CHU--MEL update
E-CHU hydraulic manifold NSN
E-CHU roller beam parts
Flatrack ratchet strap replacement NSN
Maintenance team email address
MEL update
Radio installation kit NSN

785 59
793 47
793 02

TRUCK, 1 1/4-TON, HMMWV
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60
15
61
61
60
60
60
60
15

TRUCK, PALLETIZED LOADING (PLS)

TRANSPORTATION

PS 794

M915A5--Front speed sensor NSN
783
M915A5--Oil change intervals
783
M915A5--Radiator NSNs
787
M915A5--Rear wheel seal NSN
787
M915A5--Taillight NSN
783
M915A5--VORAD sensor, bracket NSNs
782
M915A5--VORAD side sensor NSN
783
M915A5--Windshield NSNs
783
M917A2--Tire & wheel assembly components 782
A1--Axle breather PM
A1--Belt tensioner NSN

TRAINING

Accelerator pedal linkage lubing

15
61
15
61
60
14

TRUCK, M1070 HET

TRAILERS, SEMI

Bradley OCONUS rail transport info

793
792
785
792
793
793

TRUCK, M915-SERIES

TRAILERS

Armorer training support package
Army training devices catalog released

14
61
61
11
14
12
15

A2 Models--Boom control valve NSN
A4 Models--Distribution manifold NSNs
A4 Models--Weapon mount not authorized
Fuel tank repair kit change
Load test guidance
MEL update

789 17
789
793
793
793
782
789

Linseed oil to preserve decks
M149A2--Brake hose assembly NSN
M149A2--Landing leg NSN
M149A2--Manhole gasket replacement
M149-Series--Water only in tank
M149A2, M1112--Diesel heater kit
M1101, M1102--Brake master cylinder cap
Wheel assembly NSN correction (766)

783
791
792
787
792
793
792

TRUCK, HEMTT

TRACTOR, D7E/F/G/R
D7R II--Fuse box corrosion
D7R II--Messenger display codes important
D7R II--Parking brake engaged for start
D7R II--Stabilizer mounting bolt replacement
D7R II--Start up right to save turbocharger
D7R II--Winch clevis, don’t secure to tow pin

13
61
11
13
12
14
60
12
14

100-amp alternator replaced
A1P2--Turn signal switch NSN
A1P2 LTAS--Cab lift cylinder NSN
A/C compressor belt seizing
CTIS air hose leak detection
Headlight drain holes not allowed
LMTV hydraulic tank NSN

47
61
46
41
41
47
52

TRACTOR, D6K
Winch clevis, don’t secure to tow pin

786
790
782
792
793
784
793
782
790

TRUCK, FMTV

TOOLS
Hardware catalogs
Hardware fastener catalogs
Jack stand FAQ
SATS--Corrosion, generator weight...
Silicone spray, grease for rubber parts
Special tools go on hand receipt
TK-101/G--Component listing

Issue/Pg

A/C console louver damage
A/C console louver damage correction (786-13)
Bumper guide rod instructions
Front bumper, lifting shackle parts info
Headlight drain hole info
Side marker light bulb replacement
Tow bar bracket, spring washer NSN fix
Under seat storage
Windshield delamination Q&A

785 13
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783
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61
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11
60
60
15
15
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Issue/Pg

Subject
Coolant, fluids, hub oil
EA seat shear pins
EA troop seats, no storage underneath
Engine coolant checks
Engine hatch gas springs
Engine oil copper levels
Engine rpms, keep below 2,900
Hub nut tightening sequence
M1127, M1131A1--GLU switch damage
M1128 MGS--Gun tube pitting
M1129, M1133, M1134--EA seatbelt buckle
M1129E1, M1252--Mortar tube inspection
M1134 ATGM--Basic Skills Trainer tips
M1134 ATGM--MITAS BITs
M1134 ATGM--TOW sight door damage
M1135 NBCRV--CBMS, SIM, PMCS...
M1135 NBCRV--PM tips
Rear service brake reservoir draining
Towing procedures
Voltage regulator cable caution
Wheel hub fill plug O-ring
Wheel hub fluid contamination
Wheel hub leaks
Wheel hub seals, wire cutter, exhaust cover...

TRUCKS, GENERAL
B-Kit accountability
Cargo cover bulk tie-down cord
CBRN filter replacement
Jack stand FAQ
Rust Busters tip of the month, #1
Rust Busters tip of the month #2
Rust Busters tip of the month #3
Rust Busters tip of the month #4
Rust Busters tip of the month #5
Rust Busters tip of the month #6
Rust Busters tip of the month #7
Rust Busters tip of the month #8
Rust Busters tip of the month #9
Rust Busters tip of the month #10
Rust Busters tip of the month #11
Rust Busters tip of the month #12
Wheel lift for mounting tires
Winter storm vehicle preparation

790
793
789
783
782
783
784
785
786
787
788
789
790
791
792
793
785
792

58
61
14
46
14
11
11
12
14
12
10
12
11
10
10
10
14
12

VEHICLE, FIGHTING, M2/M3 BRADLEY
AFES hydrostatic test interval
Ammo box covers vibrate loose
Idler wheel nuts loosening
M242--91F only repairer allowed
M242--Gun card mandatory
OCONUS rail transport info
Periscope thumbscrew rust
Transmission oil dipstick gasket

793
789
791
787
786
793
790
791

05
03
05
06
08
02
09
04

784
791
782
792
791
792
782
785
782
788
793
793
785

08
07
61
03
06
02
04
08
05
05
61
06
09

782
789
786
790

06
06
07
07
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03
04
07
06
02
08
05
04
08
07
05
06
40
42
08
35
44
07
06
08
07
09
08
04

LRUs, check for serviceability before turn-in 787 03

VEHICLES, GENERAL
CBRN filter replacement
Jack stand FAQ
Rust Busters tip of the Month #1
Rust Busters tip of the month #2
Rust Busters tip of the month #3
Rust Busters tip of the month #4
Rust Busters tip of the month #5
Rust Busters tip of the month #6
Rust Busters tip of the month #7
Rust Busters tip of the month #8
Rust Busters tip of the month #9
Rust Busters tip of the month #10
Rust Busters tip of the month #11
Rust Busters tip of the month #12

789
783
782
783
784
785
786
787
788
789
790
791
792
793

14
46
14
11
11
12
14
12
10
12
11
10
10
10

WATER SUPPLY
Hydration systems

VEHICLE, STRYKER
AC inverter access door, keep closed
Alternator troubleshooting
Brake chamber exhaust hose, two wrenches
Cargo net NSNs

785
790
793
786
790
792
789
789
788
782
792
790
791
787
783
791
787
792
792
793
783
782
782
787

VEHICLES, COMBAT

VEHICLE, RECOVERY, M88-SERIES
A1--Boom pivot pin lubing
A2--Engine oil check 2 hours after shutdown
A2--Ground hop kit components
A2--Heater exhaust tube check
A2--Tarp for complete vehicle coverage
A2--Tow bar inspection, replacement
Hydraulic wrench PM
Spare roadwheel rust prevention
Stow boom to stop hydraulic problems
Towing app to improve recovery operations
Towing app to improve recovery operations
Track end connector, center guide PM
Winch cable kinking

Issue/Pg

786 50

WELDING
Gas cylinder ordering, returns

783 44

WIRE AND EQUIPMENT
Cable & wire handbook released

34
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M2A1
Machine
Gun…

Dear Editor,
M2A1 machine gun barrels continue to be
shot off because Soldiers don’t have the barrel
completely screwed into the barrel extension.
That’s not only dangerous, but expensive. It
costs more than $800 to replace a barrel.
Soldiers get the barrel alignment pin in the
barrel support J-slot, but fail to fully screw in
the barrel. That leaves space between the barrel
and bolt assembly. Disaster follows.
A simple check can prevent that. Before
firing, check for barrel threads in front of the
barrel extension. If you see threads, the barrel
is not fully screwed in. No threads? You’re good
to fire.
			
			

Douglas Wolcott
Ft Indiantown Gap, PA

Threads? Don’t fire

No threads? You’re good to go

Editor’s note: An excellent tip, Doug. Another
good check is to charge the M2A1 after closing the
cover assembly. If the barrel moves forward and
rearward during charging, the barrel is secure.
Since improper barrel installation has been
such a big problem, units should review the barrel
installation steps before Soldiers fire at the range.
It will save replacing an $800 barrel.
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M2/M2A1
Machine
Gun…
The M2 and
M2A1 TMs
come up a
bit short on
what makes
the receiver
NMC.

To clear that up, new
criteria are being added
to the quarterly PMCS
for the M2’s TM 9-1005213-23&P and the M2A1’s
TM 9-1005-347-23&P.

To do this
inspection,
first remove
the following
components from
the receiver…

1. Check top plate:
Open the feed tray cover and try to
move the top plate by hand only.
if the top plate has obvious
movement, the M2/M2A1 needs to
go to support. it’s NMC.
it’s OK, though, for the receiver
rivets to turn.

Feel top
plate for
looseness

•
•
•
•
•
•

back plate
barrel
barrel
extension
buffer recoil
mechanism
bolt
drive rod spring

2. Check bottom plate:
Turn the receiver over onto the
top plate. Grasp the bottom plate
and try to move it.
if the bottom plate has obvious
movement, it needs to go to
support. it’s NMC.
Again, the rivets can turn.

Feel bottom
plate for
looseness

3. Check the trunnion:
Turn the receiver over onto
the top plate. While holding
the receiver, grasp the barrel
support and try to move it.
if the trunnion has obvious
movement, the M2/M2A is NMC and
needs to go to support.

support should
do the foLloWing
iNSPecTiON…
Using a 0.010-in
feeler gage,
NSN 521000-221-1999,
measure between
the riveted
components at
the rivet head
site locations.

Feel trunnion
for looseness

Check the left and right-side rivets
of the top plate, the left-side rivets
of the bottom plate and the left and
right-side rivets of the trunnion area.

If feeler gauge fits between rivet components,
receiver is condemned
The bottom plate right-side rivets
don’t need to be checked with the
charging handle attached.

The inspection results should be
recorded on a DA Form 2028.

if the feeler gauge can fit between the riveted
components and contact the rivet for the entire
length of the inspection area (at each rivet, in
other words), the receiver is condemned and
needs to go to depot for overhaul.

This check does not
apply to the feed
pawl brackets.

cheer up.
it could be
worse! we
could be
gettin’ sold
for scrap!
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M2/M2A1 Machine Gun…

if my spade grip is loose,
you don’t want to fire me.
take my Word For it.

Dear Sergeant,
Yes, the M2/M2A1 is NMC if the
spade grip is loose. However, if the grip
is loose, its screws can be tightened or
the grip tube assembly replaced.
The new TM 9-1005-213-23&P, which
will cover both the M2 and M2A1, will
make this clear in its PMCS.

Dear Half-Mast,
Can the M2/M2A1 spade grip be
loose? Item 8 in the PMCS in TM
9-1005-213-10 says the M2 is NMC if
the grip is loose. But Item 85 in the
PMCS in TM 9-1005-347-23&P says
the M2A1 is NMC if the grip is cracked
or missing screws, and doesn’t
mention looseness. Please clarify.
		

SGT K.S.

before I leave the arms room, I
need to be checked with this wear
limit/timing gage. Otherwise I could
have serious problems.

And don’t
forget to
get this
gage gaged
EVERY YEAR.

Theadspaced
he good news is that, unlike the M2 machine gun, the M2A1 doesn’t need to be
and timed by gunners every time they fire. The not-so-good news
is that the M2a1 still needs to be headspaced and timed.
And with different gages.

Field maintenance sets the headspace and timing for each M2a1. But small
arms repairmen should be checking the headspace and timing before an M2a1
leaves the arms room. And they should be doing it with the wear limit/timing
gage, NSN 5220-01-580-6602, not with the old M2 headspace and timing gages.
if the M2a1 fails the wear limit or timing checks, it needs to go back to field
maintenance for adjustment of the headspace and timing.
The M2a1 gage needs to be calibrated every 12 months by TMDE or
it’ll give bad readings. it’s a good idea to have two gages on hand so
you can stagger their calibration.
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Small Arms…
I’ve lost the
bolt to MY M16
and I need a
new one.

you NEeD a
statement from
yOur CO before
I can give YoU a
new bolt.

Told
yA!

Dear Editor,
Units sometimes don’t realize many small arms parts are controlled items.
Support shops are sometimes asked to replace parts like rifle bolts. But we
can’t replace a bolt unless we have either the damaged bolt to be replaced or a
statement from the unit commander that the bolt was lost in the field.
So if a Soldier loses a part from his weapon, he needs to notify his commander
so he can prepare a missing part statement. That lets us replace the part.
			
			

SSG Sean Small
Ft Hood, TX

Editor’s note: A paper trail for a missing
small arms part keeps everyone out of trouble.

Lens cover
Order lens cover with NSN 6650-01Dear Half-Mast,
560-0133 until stock is exhausted
We have several broken
lens covers for the M150
Objective
sight that’s used on the
lens
cover
M4 carbine and M16 rifle.
Item 1 in Fig 2 in WP 0016-4 of
TM 9-1240-416-13&P lists the NSN
for the cover as NSN 6650-01-560-0133.
But that NSN is terminal. Is there a good NSN?
							 Mr. S.T.
Although that NSN is terminal,
sir, there are still plenty of
covers in stock. So continue to
order covers with that NSN.
Once the supply is exhausted,
order covers with
NSN 6650-01-663-1289.

PS 794

NSN 6650-01-559-3862
for the objective lens
cover (Item 10 in Fig 2) is
also terminal. Order the
replacement cover with
NSN 6650-01-657-7657.
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Patriot Missile System…

there are facts.
there are filter
facts. and then
there are…

Dear Editor,
The filters for the Patriot AN/MPQ-65 and -65A radar’s cooling liquid
electron tube (CLET) are critical. If they can’t keep the coolant clean, you
get faults in the engagement control station (ECS) and the radar shuts
down. If the CLET itself is damaged, you’re talking repairs or replacement for
a $3M item.
Normally, the CLET filters are changed semiannually or whenever CLET
components are replaced. But when you’re operating in the field, you may
need to change the filters much more often.
Two important things Patriot units need to remember about the filters:
They have an expiration date and if damaged, they are unusable.
The expiration is easy to check. The
label on the filter’s box shows the
Arben Enterprises, Inc.
“Last allowable date of installation.”
Chelmsford, MA, USA
As long as that date hasn’t been
Cage Code #OGJ88
reached, the filter’s good to go.
Mixed
Bed Cartridge
Damaged filters are a bigger
Part Number 18876-11463996 Rec C
problem. If a filter’s plastic tube is
Date of Manufacture: 05/16
broken, the filter is unusable. And,
for some reason, the tube is often
Last allowable date of installation: 05/18
broken during shipment. We’ve had
1) Install
immediately
after removal
protective
instances where 40 percent
of the
Check expiration
datefrom
before
installingpackagaing.
filter
filters we received were damaged.
2) Lubricate o-ring iwth coolant in accordance with MIS-29533 prior
Unfortunately, you can’t remove
the filter from its box until it’s needed.
to installation.
So you don’t know until then if the filter’s usable.
3) Remove plugs prior to installation.
Units need to order a quantity of the
Contents: 1 piece
filters and assume some are unusable. After
removing a filter from its box, carefully
examine its plastic tube for cracks. And
before removing old filters make sure you
have enough good replacement filters. You
can’t reinstall the old filters.
There are three CLET filters available:
- NSN 4330-01-232-2061 (PN 11463994)
- NSN 1430-01-228-1363 (PN 11463995)
- NSN 1430-01-227-4809 (PN 11463996)

Carefully
eyeball tube
for cracks

The last NSN is actually a combined filter and tube that
repairers stick together. It doesn’t have an expiration date and doesn’t
seem to crack as much. The tube comes with NSN 4240-01-308- 4400 and
the filter element with NSN 4330-01-272-2941.
								 CW2 Jeryme Stahley
								
Ft Hood, TX
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Editor’s note: More good Patriot tips from you, Chief. Thanks.
Here are two other CLET tips: Don’t rely on the CLET gauge for tracking its
coolant level. It’s not always accurate. Use the rod to check for the proper coolant
level. Order coolant with NSN 6810-01-229-9828.
The CLET refill pump comes with a nipple. Don’t lose that nipple! You need it for
the pump and it’s nearly impossible to get a replacement.
Patriot Missile System…

here’s a TiP
frOm Ft hOod
on how to
AVOid a mEss
when Draining
Oil oUt of the
Launcher’s
GenerAtOr.

Dear Editor,
It’s difficult to drain the oil from the Patriot launcher’s 15-kW generator
without making a real mess. When you remove the generator’s drain plug, the oil
goes everywhere.
We took the mess out of that operation by substituting a fitting with a hose.
We remove
the drain plug,
install the
fitting, put
the hose in a
container and
start draining.
Once we’re
finished, we
reinstall the
drain plug.

Get fitting…

…with hose and use to drain oil

There’s probably a fitting in the motor pool that will work. If not, your local
big box store has fittings and hoses for a few dollars. It’s worth it not to have
to mop up an oil mess.
SSG Salvador Morales
Ft Hood, TX
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Editor’s note: Your suggestion makes maintenance
easier. That’s always a good thing.
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There is a difference when it
comes to lubricating the M26
joint service transportable
decontaminating system’s
(JsTDS-sS) water pump and
its engine.
please
don’t miX UP
mY OiLs!

The water pump’s oil should be
changed annually with pump oil,
NSN 1040-01-612-3498.
After draining the water pump’s oil,
refill it until the oil is visible in the
middle of the oil level sight glass.
it should take about 2.1 quarts.

Fill water pump until middle of
oil level indicator is reached

The engine itself uses 15W40 oil,
NSN 9150-01-42 1 -1 427. The engine oil
should be changed every 100 hours
of operation or quarterly,
whichever comes first.
The exception is if the M26 has been
operating in adverse conditions,
such as extreme dust or extended
operating or idling. Then the oil
should be changed more often.

Oil level
indicator

Before changing the engine’s oil,
run the engine for a few minutes to
warm up the oil.
After draining the oil, add engine oil
until it reaches the upper marking on
the dipstick. it should take about
1 quart. The procedure is in TM 3-4230238-23&P (Nov 09, w/Ch 1, Dec 12).

The engine oil
filters should
be changed
whenever
they are
contaminated,
clogged, every
300 hours or
semi-annually.

PS 794

Fill engine until
upper marking on
dipstick shows oil
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this is gOod
ReFresher
Training.

I detect
that’s
TRUe!

Two graphic training aids (GTAs) are available to help your unit stay familiar with

their CBRN equipment: GTA 03-10-001, CBRN Individual Protective Equipment,
and GTA 03-10-002, Small Unit CBRN Detection Equipment. To download, go to:
http://www.train.army.mil/
Click on Sign in to the Central Army Registry (CAR) and sign in with your CAC.
Click the Product Type dropdown in the left-hand column. Scroll down and click on
GTA-Graphic Training Aid. On the next screen, click Start New Search and type in
GTA 03-10-001 or GTA 03-10-002. Click Search the CAR.

I’m tired
of sitting
around doing
nothing!

I hear that! I’m
gonna turn you in tO be
upGraded so you caN Do
sOmeBODy some Good!

I

f you’re not using your AN/PSS-14 mine detectors, turn them in. The Army needs
them for repair requests and to upgrade them to AN/PSS-14Cs.
Turn in all versions of the AN/PSS-14: AN/PSS-14, -14A and -14B.
Send them to:
For complete turn-in instructions,
DLA Distribution Tobyhanna W25G1W
contact Lauren Scicchitano at (443)
Gibbs and 5th St. Warehouse 6 Bay 4
394-1404 or email:
Tobyhanna PA 18466-5059 394-1404
lauren.n.scicchitano.civ@mail.mil
RIC B16 Project Code 9HN
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The circuit card assemblies

(CCAs) listed in the chart below
are used in SINCGARS RT-1523E,
RT-1523F and RT-1523G. These
CCAs are non-repairable.
However, if radio maintainers find
defective CCAs, they should turn
them in to their local supply
support activity (SSA) for further
evaluation and disposition.

Description

NSN 5998-

RF circuit card assembly
Synthesizer circuit card
assembly

01-455-9639
01-455-9650

Caution!
Ensure CCAs
are properly
handled and
packaged
to prevent
damage
caused by
electrostatic
discharge
(ESD).

Questions?

contact:

Jonathan Ferng,
DSN 648-6293,
(443) 395-6293, email:

jonathan.ferng.civ@
mail.mil
or David Yanosik,
DSN 648-6232,
(443) 395-2632, email:

david.w.yanosik.civ@
mail.mil

Publications…

Alert! There’s an
error in WP 0027-10
of the COEI section
of TM 11-5895-1812-10,
dated October 2010.

The current info reads:
Item #33, NSN 6130-01-514-5107 [FBCB2/BFT Kit],
ALH-102802 (318U8) (hMMwv cab), consisting of:

•
•
•
•
•

Switch box assembly, PN A1-36044D-001
Display unit, NSN 7025-01-526-5612
FBCB2 CPU, NSN 7021-01-522-1216
Computer keyboard, NSN 7025-01-496-9879
MT-2011E BFT antenna

However, Item #33 and all associated parts aren’t
part of the Command Post Platform (cpp) system.
These are stand-alone items.
That means Item #33 shouldn’t be included in this

TM. Blue Force Tracker (BFT) equipment falls under
Associated Support Items of Equipment (ASIOE).
Note: Although Item #33 is currently listed in
TM 11-5895-1812-10, that’s wrong.
it’s not the responsibility of the unit, and shouldn’t
be attached to the unit’s hand receipt.
A future TM update will include many more edits,
along with the edit/removal of subject item
‘‘MT-2011E, Antenna, BFT.’’ This equipment should be
AsIOE and not part of the COEI.

PS 794
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ESD...

Killer Ee es!
Electrostatic discharge
(ESD), the discharge of
static electricity, destroys
or degrades transistors,
resistors and integrated
circuits of circuit cards.

ESD can happen during packing,
shipping, handling or installation
of circuit cards.

And if it does, you’ll
be left wailing

Ee e!

What Causes ESD?
ESD comes from
electrically
charged objects in
your work area…

•
•
•
•
•
•

clothing
rugs
chairs
paper
ordinary
packaging
materials
the work
surface
itself

But
the
main
source
of ESD
is

you!

You build up thousands of volts of static
electricity by doing simple things like walking
across the FLoOr or combing your hair.

A spark as little as
30 volts ruins a sensitive
electronic device.
You may not feel the
discharge or see the
damage, but you can bet
it’s happened.

The circuit
card may fail
now or…

Then, just by touching a
circuit card, you’ll discharge
static electricity, often
without realizing it.

…be weakened
enough to fail
soon.

Static-safe Workstations
Protect your circuit cards
from ESD.

Handle circuit
cards only at
static-safe
workstation

Handle them only at a
static-safe work-station
that includes a grounded
static-dissipative table mat,
fLOor mat and wrist strap.
They’re designed to limit
static buildup and carry
already-existing charges
to ground.
Here’s what’s generally
available:

NSN 5920-01-250-4236 brings
a static dissipative table
mat, common point ground
system, and wrist strap for
use in all areas other than
clean rooms or laminar fLow
booths. it also includes
small/medium and
large/X-large wrist cuffs.

NSN 5920-01-250-4237 gets
you a portable work surface,
common point ground system,
and wrist strap for use where
other static control stations
aren’t available. it also
includes small/medium and
large/X-large wrist cuffs.

Get a portable mat

NSN 5920-01-253-5368 brings
a Field service kit that has:

• three pouches,

MIL-DTL-81997, Type II,

Use ESD-safe
pouches

NSN 8105-01-197-7846,
12 x 10 inches

• three barrier bags,

MIL-PRF-81705, Type III,

NSN 8105-01-385-6281,
12 x 10 inches

• two wrist straps,

one grounding cord and
a work surface mat*.

*instructions for a self-test and how to use
the kit are printed on the work-surface mat.

if you’re going
to package
ESD-sensitive,
or ESDs, circuit
cards, here
are a couple
of ways to
protect them…

First, wrap ESDs cards
in anti-static bubble wrap.
NSN 8135-01-234-6649
brings a 500-ft roll.
You’ll need to order it
on a DD Form 1348-6 from
RIC GSA and put
“NSN not on AMDF”
in the remarks block.
then make a bag
from static shielding
barrier material,
NSN 8135-01-185-6816.
Heat seal the bag with
a handheld sealer,
NSN 3540-01-456-4286.
if the piece of
electronic equipment
is small enough, put
it into one of these
ESD -free flexible
cushion pouches:

Pouch size
(inches)

NSN 8105-

8x8
10x10
10x12
11x15
12x12

01-215-0462
01-197-2966
01-215-0462
01-215-4752
01-197-2965

Finish the job
with a fast pack:

PS 794
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Fast pack
(inches)

NSN 8115-

10x10x31/2
12x18x31/2

01-057-1244
01-019-4084
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Charged Items
The slow
discharge
path of a
static-safe
workstation
can protect
your circuit
card from
discharging
conductors
such as
metal or
your body.

Unfortunately,
they can do

nothing
against the
effect of
common
highly charged,
non-conducting
items.

Candy wrappers, folders, paper, foam cups, cigarette packs,
plastic and masking tape, plastics, vinyl, heat guns with blowers
and common packing materials can have a high static charge.

Keep ‘em away from the work site.
Here’s how these highly charged items can

• Direct contact

between the circuit
card and the charged
item triggers a
discharge. A sudden
flow of electric
current rushes from
the charged item and
through the card’s
circuitry.

damage

circuit cards:

• A circuit card is placed near a charged item—

a foam cup, for example. The cup could have
a static charge of up to 20,000 volts. That
charge creates an electrostatic field. If the
circuit card lies within the field, it takes on
a charge. The damage comes later, when
an unsuspecting technician reconnects
(grounds) the card. BAM! The card is zapped
by the discharge as surely as if it was
touched directly by the charged foam cup.

Protected by PM
A few
precautions
and regular
PM around
your
workstation
will keep
high-static
electricity
under
control.
Absorb the
following
tips:

• Keep your work area clutter-free.
• Whenever you leave your workstation, protect the

circuit board, even if you think you’re coming right back.
Put it in an ESD-free pouch or wrap it in static-shielding
barrier material.

• If you must

have TMs and
r
paperwork at you
workstation, store
c
them in anti-stati
bags. Never use
regular tape or
ordinary rubber
bands to fasten
the bags. Tape and
rubber hold static
electricity.

Hey,
don’t
forget
me!

Sorry.
Here’s one
trip you
don’t get
to go on,
buddy!

• Magnets,

radios and
phones create
electromagnetic
ﬁelds, too.
Keep them
out of your
workstation
when you’re
handling ESDS
items.

yikes!

Whoa! This is
like a recurring
nightmare!

• If you package

an ESDS item
in stretch wrap
or shrink wrap,
do it away from
your workstation.
Packaging
an item with
these materials
generates static
electricity.

PS 794
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Clean Means Safe
Dirt and dust on the table and
fLoOr mats act as insulators, making
it harder for the mats to carry
electrical charges to ground.
sO yoU NeEd to
Clean mats with a soft
cloth, or brush them
with a whisk broom.

Never wax or
polish the
table or
FLOor
mats!

Use only
brushes made
with natural
bristles, such as
horsehair.
Brushes made
with nylon or
other synthetic
bristles will
generate static
electricity.

here
are some
grounding
tips…

That
leaves
a residue
that
insulates
the mats.

Grounding
• Connect the table and ﬂoor mat grounding cords directly to
the shop ground.

• Ground each workstation individually. Never connect

workstations in a series.

• Wear the wrist
strap on your
skin, not over
your sleeve…

• Make sure
grounding cords
are ﬁrmly attached
to bare metal,
not paint.
…or it won’t work.

• Replace grounding cords if they’re badly worn or cut.

Resistance Checks
Follow the
manufacturer’s
instructions for
measuring the
resistance of
your workstation
components.

Measure the mat’s resistance with a test
kit for static control surfaces. Get the
kit from the GSA Advantage website:

https://www.gsaadvantage.gov/

Kit for static
control
surfaces
checks mat’s
resistance

That’s the only
way to be sure
your workstation’s doing its
job of carrying
static charges to
ground.

From the home page, do a search for ‘‘ 701C static control.’’
You’ll find the kit, mats, gloves and other grounding items.
Measuring resistance
in the wrist strap is
especially important.
The strap takes more
wear and tear than any
other part of your
workstation. Measure
it at least daily.

Get a
wrist strap
tester with
NSN 4940-01388-1693.

Order it on
a DD Form
1348-6 from
RIC SMS and
put ‘‘ NSN not
on AMDF’’ in
the REMARKs
block.

Measure wrist strap’s resistance every day

The wrist
strap has
a resistor
to
protect
you
against
highvoltage
shocks.
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if the resistance is too low,
the strap can’t protect you.
Too much resistance means the
strap can’t draw static electricity
away from your body.
Either way, you’ll need
to replace it.

JAN 19

Have your workstation tested
for resistance from the
surface of the table or floor
mats to ground. That takes
special testing equipment and
special support.

Contact your
local TMDE
support folks
or a CECOM LAR
for help.

• MIL-HDBK-773A,

e
Fo r m o r n
ti o
in fo r m a
on ESD
io n,
p r o te ct e
g et th es ns :
o
ti
p ub li ca

Electrostatic Discharge Protective Packaging (Jun 05)

• MIL-HDBK-263B,

Electrostatic Discharge Control Handbook (Jul 94)

• MIL-STD-1686C,

Electrostatic Discharge Control Program (Oct 95)

if you can’t find these publications locally, they’re available on the Defense
Logistics Agency (DLA) Document Services ASSIST Quick Search website:

http://quicksearch.dla.mil/qsSearch.aspx

Experts on Call

Caution!
Anyone handling

ESDS items should
be trained in
precautionary
procedures.

it’s a good idea to check
with your command for
the name of an ESD POC.
if your command doesn’t
have one, your electronic
repair shop might.

The Logistics Support
Activity’s Packaging,
storage, and Containerization Center (PSCC)
also has the scoop on
packaging EsDS items.

Untrained personnel
shouldn’t handle ESDS
items when the items
are outside their
protective packaging.
Check out LOGSAP 746-1, Packaging—The
Basics (jan 18). To get a copy, go to:

https://liw.logsa.army.mil/res/
documents/Packaging_The_Basics_
JAN_2018_sml.pdf
you’ll neEd to log in
to LIW with your cac.

Questions?

Email PSCC at:
usarmy.tyad.usamc.mbx.pt@mail.mil

Think of

ESD as a
tiny version
of lightning.
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They can advise you
on the latest EsD
methods and equipment
and recommend the
best products for
your needs.

it’s a big problem with the widespread use of electronics. it’s your
job to act as a guardian against ESD,
and keep your equipment working!
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Getting

wash, rinse,
sanitize…

we’ve
got the
rhythm
now!

Sanitation
Guidance

it’s true. in the

US Army’s long history,
disease and non-battle
injuries have caused
more deaths than
battlefield wounds.

That’s why Paragraphs 1-7 and
2-29 of AR 40-5, Preventive
Medicine, dated May 200 7,
require every company-sized
Army unit to have a field
sanitation team, or FST.

Improvised handwashing facility
Units can get
a jump on

FST duties by

Barrel
incinerator

reading Army
Techniques
Publication
(ATP) 4-25.12,
Unit Field
Sanitation
Teams
(Apr 14).

The ATP covers:

• water and food
•
•
•
•
•

sanitation
waste management
pest control
heat and cold injuries
toxic industrial and
material hazards
noise hazards

Pail
latrine

To view or download ATP 4-25.12, visit:
https://armypubs.army.mil/ProductMaps/PubForm/ATP.aspx
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Safety…

more choices for Eye Protection

More choices for
goggles and spectacles
is what I NeEd.

Protecting
your eyes
at all times
is important
for mission
success.

The Authorized Protective Eyewear List (APEL)
allows PEO Soldier to offer more choices in
protective eyewear than ever before.

That improves Soldier acceptance and
use of protective eyewear.
Lookin’
good!

AND protectin’
my Soldier!

The APEL for ballistic protective eyewear can be found at:

https://peosoldier.army.mil/equipment/eyewear/

Universal Prescription
Lens Carrier (UPLC)
UPLC

NSN 6540-

UPLC Carrier EA/1
UPLC Carrier PG/10

01-600-6532
01-600-6536

Here are
a few lists
of military
combat eye
protection
(MCEP).

Choose from
these lists of
spectacles
and goGgles
depending on
mission…

Spectacles
Item

NSN 4240-

ESS Crossbow (UPLC)
ESS Crosshair (UPLC)
ESS Rollbar
Honeywell (UVEX) Genesis
Honeywell (UVEX) XC
Oakley SI Ballistic M Frame 2.0
Oakley SI Ballistic M Frame 3.0
Revision Exoshield

01-630-8327
01-630-6352
01-630-8249
01-552-4131
01-516-5361
01-525-3095
01-630-6064
01-633-9521
01-607-7512 (SM)
01-527-4051 (RG)
01-527-4018 (LG)
01-630-6503 (RG)
01-630-7853 (SM)
01-630-7992 (RG)
01-630-7802
01-665-0678 (SM)
01-630-7493 (RG)
01-665-0701 (LG)
01-583-5158

Revision Sawfly (UPLC)
Revision Stingerhawk (UPLC)
Smith Optics Aegis (UPLC)
Wiley X Valor
Wiley X Vapor (UPLC)
Wiley X Talon (UPLC)

Goggles

More choices for goggles or spectacles!
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Item

NSN 4240-

ESS Influx
ESS Land OPS
ESS Profile NVG (UPLC)
Honeywell (UVEX) XMF (UPLC)
Oakley SI Ballistic 1.0 (UPLC)
Oakley SI Ballistic 2.0 (UPLC)
Revision Bullet Ant
Revision Wolfspider (UPLC)
Revision Desert Locust (UPLC)
Smith Optics Boogie
Smith Optics (OTW) (UPLC)
Wiley X Nerve
Wiley X Spear (UPLC)

01-630-6343
01-540-5580
01-630-7259
01-630-8058
01-630-6910
01-630-5999
01-630-6281
01-630-6906
01-592-8619
01-640-9052
01-641-0158
01-630-6743
01-630-6712
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HAZMAT…

Shipping hazardous materials
(HAZMAT) is dangerous and
requires special care.
One of the keys
to staying safe
is understanding
the dangers
of handling,
shipping and
storing those
materials.

The HAZMAT classification system splits HAZMAT into classes and divisions.
Hazardous Materials Warning Label and Shipping placards are used to warn
of the types of HAZMAT being shipped, so you know what hazards to expect
when you open a package or shipping container.
Here are what the most basic warning labels and placards mean:

Class 1: Explosives

• Division 1.1:

Explosives with a
mass explosion hazard
••Division 1.2:
Explosives with a
projection hazard
• Division 1.3:
Explosives with
predominantly
a fire hazard
• Division 1.4:
Explosives with no
significant blast hazard
• Division 1.5:
Very non-sensitive explosives
with a mass explosion hazard
••Division 1.6:
Extremely non-sensitive articles

Class 2: Gases

• Division 2.1:

Flammable gases

••Division 2.2:

Non-flammable, non-toxic gases

• Division 2.3:

Toxic gases. Keep in mind
that the words poison and
poisonous mean the same
thing as toxic

Class 3:
Flammable and
combustible
liquids

Class 4: Flammable solids,
spontaneously combustible
materials, and dangerous when
wet materials/water-reactive
substances

• Division 4.1:

Flammable solids

••Division 4.2:
•

Spontaneously combustible
materials
Division 4.3:
Water-reactive substances/dangerous
when wet materials
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Class 5: Oxidizing substances
and organic peroxides

• Division 5.1:

Oxidizing substances

••Division 5.2:

Organic peroxides

Class 6:
Toxic substances
and infectious
substances

• Division 6.1:

Toxic substances

••Division 6.2:

Infectious substances

Class 7:
Radioactive
materials
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Class 8:
Corrosive
substances

Class 9: Miscellaneous hazardous
materials/products, substances or
organisms

Remember to check your 49CFR,
HAZMAT Transportation, for the

latest rules and regulations.
see 49CFR, part 1 72, subpart E
for complete labeling
regulations and…
…for complete
placarding regulations
see 49CFR, part 1 72,
subpart F.

Remember,
depending on
the mode of
transportation
there might be
different rules.

For example, if you are
shipping HAZMAT by air, you’ll
have to check the international
Air Transportation Association
(IATA) rules.

if you have questions about shipping or receiving HAZMAT,
email LOGSA’s Packaging Storage and Containerization
Center: usarmy.tyad.usamc.mbx.ltad@mail.mil

The Maintenance Master

Data File—or MMDF—is an AMC
LOGSA product that identifies
Army readiness reportable
equipment and systems.

Recently the Tactical Mission Command/Maneuver Control
System (TMC/MCS) was added to the MMDF. That means
the LINs and NSNs that make up the TMC/MCS are now
monthly reportable readiness items.

Item

NSN

LIN

AN/TYQ-137 v4
AN/TYQ-137A v4
AN/TYQ-137B v4
AN/TYQ-155A v4
AN/TYQ-155B v4
AN/TYQ-155C v4
AN/TYQ-155D v4+
AN/TYQ-155E 4.1
AN/TYQ-155F v5
AN/TYQ-155G v1
AN/PYQ-16D
AN/PYQ-16E
AN/PYQ-16F
AN/PYQ—16G
AN/PYQ-12C
AN/PYQ12-D
AN/PYQ-12E

7010-01-623-7119
7010-01-642-2349
7010-01-642-2349
5895-01-587-6599
5895-01-591-9665
5895-01-591-9020
5895-01-595-7160
5895-01-619-8708
5895-01-642-6459
5895-01-658-0030
7010-01-620-6775
7010-01-641-3481
7010-01-658-3415
7010-01-667-0902
7010-01-614-6042
7010-01-645-1834
7010-01-667-5414

C27963

C61290

C18891

C18641

PM MC System

Here a
r
the LIN e
and N s
S
that w Ns
er
added e
:

CPOF M6700
CPOF M6800
CPOF Dell 5414
BCCS Server Stack
BCCS Server Stack
BCCS Server Stack
BCCS Server Stack
BCCS Server Stack
BCCS Server Stack
TSI v1 Server Stack
SMC M6700
SMC M6800
SMC M6800 Single
SMC Dell 5414
MC Gateway Dell XFR E 6420
MC Gateway Dell M6800
MC Gateway Dell 5414

Want to see the MMDF for yourself? it’s online in the LOGSA Logistics
Information Warehouse (LIW): https://liw.logsa.army.mil/
You’ll have to request access to LIW through your supervisor
and security manager by filling out a System Access Request.
After logging in, click on the App Warehouse icon and search
for LIW RSRCS. Then click Go to Applications.
Need help with the MMDF? Email: usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.mmdf@mail.mil
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AN/PVS-14 MNVD
Eyeguard and Eyecup

M1272 Buffalo
Generator NSN
Get a new generator for your M1272
Buffalo with NSN 2920-01-425-5604. This
NSN replaces the generator only. For the
regulator, use NSN 6125-02-422-1841. The
pulley comes with NSN 3020-01-568-4497.
The complete generator with regulator
and pulley is no longer available. See
Fig 54 of TM 9-2355-352-23P (Jun 18) for
more details.

Diving Equipment,
Boats and Motors POC
For questions about logistics support for
diving equipment, boats and motors,
contact TACOM’s Sets, Kits, Outfits, and
Tools (SKOT) Group at:
usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.
ilsc-skot-group-actions@mail.mil

SATCOM Pub Points Way
Army Techniques Publication (ATP) 6-02.54,
Techniques for Satellite Communications
(Jun 17), helps units plan, establish and
operate satellite communications (SATCOM)
networks. Get it at the Army Publishing
Directorate:
https://armypubs.army.mil
Or the Central Army Registry:
https://atiam.train.army.mil/
catalog/dashboard

Page 59 in PS 788 (Jul 18) talked about the
importance of replacing missing parts on the AN/
PVS-14 monocular night vision device (MNVD)
That includes the eyeguard, NSN 6650-01-4441229. One reader thought the part should have
referred to the eyeshield (commonly called
eyecup), NSN 5855-01-246-8273, since the article
showed a helmet-mounted AN/PVS-14. The
eyecup, which is not a component of end item
(COEI), is only used with the helmet-mounted
version. The eyeguard, which is COEI, is used
with the weapon-mounted version. Both parts
are essential to maintain light security and
prevent detection by the enemy. If either is
missing, replace them ASAP.

M1070A1 HET Engine
Fan Clutch NSN
Get a new engine clutch fan for your M1070A1
heavy equipment transporter (HET) with NSN 293001-668-5049. NSN 2930-01-573-9081, which is shown
as Item 1 in Fig 49 of TM 9-2320-427-13&P in IETM
EM 0310 (Jan 11), is a terminal item.

Get Grounded
Every Soldier should know grounding procedures.
Army Training Circular (TC) 6-02.6, Grounding
Techniques for Tactical Equipment and Systems
(Nov 17), covers various grounding techniques,
including the Surface Wire Grounding Kit. It
can help units set up safe and effective earth
grounding systems for tactical equipment,
systems and shelters. It replaced TC 11-6 (Mar 89).
Find it at the Army Publishing Directorate:
https://armypubs.army.mil
Or the Central Army Registry:
https://atiam.train.army.mil/catalog/dashboard

What’chu
lookin’ at,
dawg?

Eyes front and center on the PS website
for all the best in Preventive Maintenance info!
https://www.psmagazine.army.mil

